Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
10,000-yen Commemorative Gold Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Design Explanation

Obverse (2 times actual size)

* Actual diameter: 26 mm

“‘Victory’ (statue of Nomi no Sukune), ‘Glory’ (statue of a Greek goddess,) and kanji characters ‘心技体’ (spirit, technique and physical strength)”

- The design features “Victory” (statue of Nomi no Sukune) and “Glory” (statue of a Greek goddess), both by Roka Hasegawa, as well as kanji characters “心技体 (“Shin-gi-tai”; meaning spirit, technique and physical strength),” an expression familiar to Japanese people as a sports ideal.

Reverse (2 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020”

- The design features the Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
1,000-yen Commemorative Silver Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Design Explanation

Obverse (1.5 times actual size) * Actual diameter: 40 mm

“Athletics”

The design features players of Gymnastics, arranged with the traditional Japanese pattern “Ryotakijima” expressing waterfall.

Common reverse (1.5 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, cherry blossoms and ginkgo leaves”

The design features the official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, together with cherry blossoms (someiyoshino) and ginkgo leaves, which are designated as the prefectural flower and the prefectural tree of Tokyo, respectively.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
1,000-yen Commemorative Silver Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Latent Image Explanation

Obverse (front)

Reverse (front)

(Note) Enlarged by 1.5 times

Reverse (inclined upward)          Reverse (front)          Reverse (inclined downward)

(Note) Actual size
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
1,000-yen Commemorative Silver Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Design Explanation

Obverse (1.5 times actual size) * Actual diameter: 40 mm

“Judo”

○ The design features players of Judo, arranged with the traditional Japanese pattern “Kumikikko”, expressing interlocked turtle shells.

Common reverse (1.5 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, cherry blossoms and ginkgo leaves”

○ The design features the official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, together with cherry blossoms (*someiyoshino*) and ginkgo leaves, which are designated as the prefectural flower and the prefectural tree of Tokyo, respectively.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
1,000-yen Commemorative Silver Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)
Latent Image Explanation

Obverse (front)

Reverse (front)
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Reverse (front)
Reverse (inclined downward)

(Note) Actual size
**Design Explanation**

**Obverse (1.5 times actual size)**

The design features players of Table Tennis, arranged with the traditional Japanese pattern “Shippotsunagi” combining circles.

**Common reverse (1.5 times actual size)**

The design features the official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, together with cherry blossoms (someiyoshino) and ginkgo leaves, which are designated as the prefectural flower and the prefectural tree of Tokyo, respectively.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
1,000-yen Commemorative Silver Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Latent Image Explanation

Obverse (front)

Reverse (front)

(Note) Enlarged by 1.5 times

Reverse (inclined upward)       Reverse (front)           Reverse (inclined downward)

(Note) Actual size
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
100-yen Commemorative Clad Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Design Explanation

Obverse (2 times actual size)  * Actual diameter: 22.6 mm

“Archery”

○ The design features a player of Archery.

Common reverse (2 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020”

○ The design features the official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
100-yen Commemorative Clad Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Design Explanation

Obverse (2 times actual size) * Actual diameter: 22.6 mm

“Canoe”

○ The design features a player of Canoe.

Common reverse (2 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020”

○ The design features the official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
100-yen Commemorative Clad Coins
Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

**Design Explanation**

**Obverse (2 times actual size)**  * Actual diameter: 22.6 mm

“Cycling”

○ The design features a cyclist.

**Common reverse (2 times actual size)**

“Official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020”

○ The design features the official emblem of Olympic Games Tokyo 2020.
Obverse (1.5 times actual size)  * Actual diameter: 40 mm

“Wheelchair Tennis”

○ The design features a player of Wheelchair Tennis, arranged with the traditional Japanese pattern “Futasujigoshi,” meaning two stripes lattice pattern.

Common reverse (1.5 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games, cherry blossoms and ginkgo leaves”

○ The design features the official emblem of Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games, together with cherry blossoms (Someiyoshino) and ginkgo leaves, which are designated as the prefectural flower and the prefectural tree of Tokyo, respectively.
Latent Image Explanation

Obverse (front)

Reverse (front)

(Note) Enlarged by 1.5 times

Reverse (inclined upward)          Reverse (front)          Reverse (inclined downward)

(Note) Actual size
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
100-yen Commemorative Clad Coins
Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

Design Explanation

Obverse (2 times actual size) * Actual diameter: 22.6 mm

“Archery”

- The design features a player of Archery.

Common reverse (2 times actual size)

“Official emblem of Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games”

- The design features the official emblem of Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.
Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020
100-yen Commemorative Clad Coins
Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games Commemorative Coin (Third Issue)

**Design Explanation**

**Obverse (2 times actual size)**  
* Actual diameter: 22.6 mm

“**Athletics**”

○ The design features a player of Athletics with her escort runner.

**Common reverse (2 times actual size)**

“**Official emblem of Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games**”

○ The design features the official emblem of Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games.